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Abstract

This article discusses applying a merit system based on job auctions, especially regarding the mechanism for selecting structural officials in the Bantul Regency. They considered that the merit system is a new method for determining structural positions and has become one of the models that local governments have begun to implement in the placement of civil servants, especially echelon II structural officials. The application of this merit system model is one form of implementing Law Number 5 concerning the State Civil Apparatus. Enforced The application of the merit system because a lot of structural position determinations were not based on competence. Still, the structural position determination was based on proximity and political factors. Therefore, with the existence of this Law, it is significant to immediately implement a merit system so that employees who occupy structural positions are competent and professional people. In data analysis, this study was based on the theory of open selection. The method used in this study was qualitative. The data collection techniques used were interviews and documentation. Based on research conducted that the application of the merit system within the Bantul Regency Government was by applicable regulations, as well as in the application of the merit system using several selection methods including administrative selection, assessment centre method/competency test, paper making, track record tracking, percentage of papers and interviews.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the issuance of Law No. 5 of 2014 concerning the State Civil Apparatus as a replacement for Law No. 43 of 1999 concerning the Principles of Employment, the management of the civil service personnel of the State has changed, including regarding the determination of echelon II structural officials. With the existence of this Law, the recruitment of structural officials must be carried out openly or through an auction of positions. It is a form of bureaucratic Reform in the field of personnel. Based on the statement (Zulchaidir, 2011) that one of the efforts made by the government in increasing the capacity of apparatus resources is to carry out "bureaucratic reform" in the field of personnel which is believed to lead to a state of government bureaucracy as a public service expected by the people.

Bureaucratic Reform in the civil service sector is very important, given the direct relationship between the community and the state civil apparatus. Therefore, it is necessary to reform the bureaucracy in the field of personnel to realize quality, transparent, efficient and accountable public services. With the Reform of the bureaucracy through open selection/office auction, it is highly expected that the employees produced and placed can be professional. By their competencies, it aligns with the slogan The Right Man in the Right Place. Thus, this Law is expected to increase the competence and quantity of apparatus resources and change the image of the bureaucracy, which has been stigmatized negatively.

The issue of staffing is one of the problems highlighted by the community, especially in terms of the placement of structural officials. It happens because so far, the filling of structural positions tends to use a closed mechanism (closed career system). With a secure tool, it is very vulnerable to intervention from any party and any group. This process is thick with corruption, collusion, and nepotism practices, which do not reflect the norms in the appointment of structural officials. By the statement to (Wahiyuddin, 2012), the recruitment, selection and transfer, and the career development of civil servants did not pay attention to the principle of competence but are based on political considerations.

Determination based on political considerations and interests will make the bureaucracy increasingly incompetent, and many problems will arise in the bureaucracy. Some issues are caused by the closed promotion system or the appointment of officials who were not based on competence are as follows. First, Lewis et al. (in Sudrajat, 2014) argued that filling structural positions tends to be oriented towards career development of civil servants in stages, which prioritizes seniority in rank and do not prioritize aspects of work performance and competence so that it can have negative implications for structural officials in the form of weak competence, lack of motivation and inefficient bureaucracy. Second, according to (Sudrajat, 2014) the assessment system in structural positions is not fully based on the merit system. The assessment given to Baperjakat is often not based on standardized measuring instruments so that the evaluation becomes subjective and full of intervention. Third, based on Sudrajat (2014), officials who are given the authority to designate structural officials are in political positions, such as governors, regents, and mayors, where these officials are staff supervisors in the regions. The authority is given to staffing supervisors often creates neutrality problems in the appointment of elected structural officials.

The Law on State Civil Apparatus provides a new alternative in determining structural officials through an auction of positions. It is one of the ways made by the government to improve the competence and professionalism of employees. In addition, it is also one way to attract talented personnel resources. According to the Regulation of the Minister for Administrative Reform and Bureaucratic Reform (Menpan-RB) No. 3 of 2014 concerning Procedures for Filling Vacant Structural Positions Openly in Government Agencies, which is also the basis for regulations related to job auctions, explains that the auction of positions or selection and promotion of public classes openly is a system of mechanisms carried out in implementing the appointment of civil servants in an organization. Structural places
that are carried out based on the principle of professionalism by the competence, work performance and rank levels determined for the position as well as other objective requirements without distinguishing gender, ethnicity, religion, race, or class then this Law is strengthened by Law No.5 of 2014 concerning State Civil Apparatus in article 72 paragraph 2 which reads "Every civil servant who meets the requirements has the same right to be promoted to a higher level of office". It explains that the promotion system must be overt and competitive.

Prasojo (2013) explains that employee recruitment through job auctions is the biggest lever for bureaucratic change, fostering healthy, fair, objective competition, and being free from KKN. This open promotion benefits regional heads, ministers, and LPNK heads since, in this way, they will be able to get candidates for the leadership of restricted work units (SKPD) and the best officials (JPNN, 2013). Position auction is a form of merit system implemented by the government to create a professional bureaucracy and competent employees. With the appointment of the State Civil Apparatus through the merit system, the candidates should be who have competencies according to their fields and professionalism (Yahya & Mutiarin, 2015). Therefore, implementing this merit system later can reduce the State Civil Apparatus who are not by the competence and expertise in the available field.

Based on research results (Defriadi, 2016), implementing the auction positions still has a lot of problems and bureaucratic pathologies in its application, so bureaucratic Reform should improve the public service system based on the principle of serving becomes negatively stigmatized. Then the auction of positions that will hold will not deny that it will pave the way for nepotism for interest groups who want to occupy structural positions since looking at the history of the DIY Government itself, there is still not enough experience in terms of open auctions for placement of position formations. However, we can say that the DIY government has been using the job auction system for a long time, but the job auction applied is only limited to a unanimous position auction; Agus Supriyanto revealed it as the Head of the Regional Personnel Agency(Natalia, 2015).

Bantul Regency is one of the regencies that implements filling structural officials through open selection/office auction. From 2016, Bantul Regency Government, in filling vacant positions, has implemented an available selection mechanism until now. It was done to reduce fraud and objectivity in determining positions that fill vacant positions. In 2018, Bantul Regency Government carried out an open selection and based on the selection committee's report that there were 43 ASN who registered to participate in the auction of echelon II structural officials, with the position formations, offered as follows: Head of the Education and Training Personnel Agency, Head of the Transportation Service, Head of the Library and Archives Service,(Dahlan, 2016). The filling carried out in the Bantul Regency Government used a job auction system or open selection. It was done to fulfil or obtain Apparatus with integrity, competence, professionalism, high performance, and support the achievement of bureaucratic management within the Bantul Regency Government. Therefore, this researcher focused on applying a merit system based on job auctions within Bantul Regency Government in 2018.

**RESEARCH METHOD**

The approach used in the implementation of this research was qualitative. Based on the statement(Moleong, 2012), the notion of qualitative research is research that aims to understand the phenomena of what is experienced by research subjects holistically and using descriptions in the form of words and language, in a particular natural context by utilizing various natural methods. Meanwhile, according to a statement from(Salim, 2006) that qualitative research has the following characteristics: (1) research data is obtained directly from the field, and not from a laboratory or controlled research; (2) data mining is done naturally, making visits to the realistic situations of the subject; and (3) to obtain new meaning in the form of answer categories, the researcher is
obliged to develop a dialogical situation as a scientific situation. Where this research in Bantul Regency Government. In carrying out the research, data mining was carried out using in-depth interviews. The researchers conducted direct interviews with the BKPP mutation and promotion section, Bantul Regency Open Selection committee, and the open selection participants. The interviewees were the Head of the Division of Mutation and Promotion of BKPP Bantul Regency, civil servants who passed the top 3, ASN who did not qualify for the top 3, and the Position Auction Selection Committee Bantul Regency. After conducting the interview, the researcher processed the data from the discussion and analyzed the data. With the existence of these methods, it is expected that they will further enrich the analytical data presented by the researcher.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Bureaucratic Reform is one of the national agendas, one of them is about bureaucratic Reform in the field of personnel. One form of bureaucratic Reform in the civil service sector is a state civil apparatus law, where this Law will replace law number 43 of 1999 on the main points of employment. With this Law, it is expected can realize that bureaucratic Reform in the field of personnel. One form of bureaucratic Reform was applying a merit system that translated into an auction of positions or an available selection.

Open selection is a form of bureaucratic Reform that hopes to create competent and professional human resources, especially for echelon II structural officials—considering that this position is strategic and has a very large influence, especially in terms of policymaking. Therefore, people who occupy structural positions in echelon II must have integrity, competence, and work professionally. One way to create professional employees was to conduct an open selection for echelon II structural officials.

Based on the statement from (Nasution, 2015) that the auction of positions aims to select state civil servants who have adequate competence, capacity, and integrity to occupy positions in an organization or government agency so that the programs implemented by the government can run effectively and efficiently. One of the ways to create employees who have competence, capacity and integrity were by bidding for positions or open selection. Because the open selection process was carried out transparently, in several stages and by a neutral party, the employee selection process ran competently. It was reinforced by the opinion (Mokodongan et al., 2019) that this open selection gave the opportunities for all State Civil Apparatuses to compete competently for vacant positions with specifications by the requirements. Therefore, the State Civil Apparatus will be motivated to improve the quality of their performance and have the opportunity to enhance their position later.

Bantul Regency Government conducted an open selection for the first time in 2016. This implementation was a form of the State Civil Apparatus Law and the spirit of bureaucratic Reform promoted by the central government.

With the spirit of bureaucratic Reform, it will positively impact local governments, especially for governments that implement a merit system in the election or determination of echelon II structural positions. Given that this position is one of the strategic positions for local government agencies, it can be seen from the duties and authorities of the head of the service. The form of the merit system implemented by the Bantul Regency Government was one form of bureaucratic Reform in the field of the personnel because, with the auction of this position, expected that people who serve in the Bantul Regency Government, especially structural officials, were people who have high competence, capacity and integrity.

To realize a state civil apparatus with competence, capacity and high integrity, it is significant to have people who can select; one way is to form a selection committee. The selection committee formed by Bantul Regency Government involved various groups consisting of the Bantul Regency Government and agencies outside the government. The composition in creating the auction committee is 60% from Bantul Regency Government, while 40% from outside the government. Did it to reduce
political factors and interest factors in determining the structural positions of echelon II. Therefore, the selection committee from outside the government can be drawn from academia, psychology, etc. The expectation is to get a very objective assessment so that officials who occupy positions are officials who have the competence and high integrity as stated by Sharesbangung, Pioh, & Waworundeng (2019) that this merit system will also conduct a fair, reasonable assessment without distinction of political background, race, skin colour, religion, gender, or other conditions.

The regulation that was used as the basis for determining the structural position selection committee is Regulation of the Minister for Empowerment of State Apparatus and Bureaucratic Reform (Permenpan RB) Number 13 of 2014 concerning "Procedures for Filling High Leadership Positions Openly in Government Agencies as the Basis for Implementing Regulations for Open Selection". The regulations that were enforced and used as the basis for determining the selection committee would strengthen the appointment of a selection committee consisting of internal and external. Therefore, political interventions and political interests and groups can be suppressed and have very little opportunity. We were considered that they were the most vulnerable to political intervention and group interests in determining structural positions. Therefore, with the composition of the division of the selection committee, we can expect that the objectives can run the application of the merit system. The following is the distribution of the composition of the selection committee for primary high leadership positions within the Bantul Regency Government.

| Table 1. The composition of the JPT Pratama Selection Committee in the Bantul Regency Government |
| No | Position in the Committee | Position in the Service |
| A. SELECTION COMMITTEE | | |
| 1. Chairman concurrently member | Regional Secretary of Bantul Regency |
| Member | DIY Secretariat General Administration Assistant |
| | Head of DIY Bappeda |
| | Head of BKD DIY |
| | Head of Kareg 1 BKN Yogyakarta |
| | Assistant for General Administration of the Regional Secretariat of the District. Bantul |
| | Plt. Assistant Government Secretariat of the District. Bantul |
| | Head of the District Inspectorate. Bantul |
| | Academic Elements of UGM Yogyakarta |

| B. SECRETARIAT SELECTION COMMITTEE | |
| 1. Chairman | Secretary of BKD Bantul |
| 2. Vice-Chairman | Head of Head. Transfers and Ranks at BKD Kab. Bantul |
| 3. Member | Elements of BKD Kab. Bantul |

Source: Archives of the BKPP Office Mutation Division, Bantul Regency

The composition of the committee listed in table 1 indicates that the committee's composition involves external elements. Did it realize professionalism in the implementation of open selection; in addition, it was done to create a state civil apparatus with high competence, quality, and integrity. Therefore, in conducting the auction of positions or open selection, the panel can be very free to assess the participants very objectively. It was due to the selection committee that has been formed consisting of internal and external parties; one of them came from academia and several state civil servants who were not from Bantul.
Regency but the provincial and national levels such as BKN.

After the formation of the selection committee, the thing that must do is coordinate with the secretariat of the selection committee, regional heads or regents, and coordinate with the State Civil Apparatus Commission regarding the mechanism for implementing an open selection. If the State Civil Apparatus Commission approves, the committee will announce the available appointment within the Bantul Regency Government. The announcement must be equipped with the requirements and formations needed; it also informed the available selection of high leadership positions outside Bantul Regency. The dissemination of data on the available selection proved that the implementation carried out in Bantul was open to all state civil servants. The people who obtained later were people who had competence, professionalism and high integrity.

All state civil servants can access this position formation through the official website of Bantul Regency Personnel, Education and Training Agency. This information disclosure greatly facilitated all elements of the state civil apparatus in participating in the registration and selection processes. In addition, this transparency greatly reduced the Regional Government in recruiting personnel resources who had high competence, professionalism and integrity. At the implementation stage of this open selection, participants must pass several locations, including conducting administrative selection, assessment centre method/competency test, making papers/papers, tracking track records, presenting documents/reports, and interviews.

Figure 1. Stages of the Bantul Regency Government’s Open Selection Year
Source: processed by researchers

Several stages of open selection conducted by the Bantul Regency Government have shown that the government demanded the best employees in providing services to the community. Hence the selection process carried out was quite long and followed applicable regulations. First, the stages used were making announcements of position formation vacancies, which were carried out by disseminating information to all state civil servants through the Bantul Regency Government website and social media. Giving vacancies of job formation can provide opportunities for all state civil servants in Indonesia, especially those who meet the requirements. In addition, the dissemination of this information also gave the Bantul Regency Government great opportunities to get the best employees or follow the objectives of the merit system. Second, by carrying out the administrative selection to recruit employees who met the requirements in implementing an open section in the Bantul Regency Government. This initial screening made the available selection or job auction more competitive. Hence the remaining structural official candidates were the selected candidates. One of the objectives of holding an administrative choice was to apply applicable regulations regarding requirements and classes and ranks to occupy echelon II structural positions. Therefore it was very significant to do due to it being a means of administrative screening.

Third, the assessment centre was one of the competency tests for prospective employees; it was very significant to do because one of the indicators in applying the merit system was to conduct a competency test. The competency test carried out within Bantul Regency Government was the assessment centre, wherein the implementation of this assessment centre several stages of exams must be passed by each candidate for structural officials, including psychological tests and written exams. The purpose of holding this assessment centre/competency test was to find out the behaviour and knowledge of employees so that the accepted employees were employees who have competencies based on their positions. Fourth, At the auction of places in Bantul Regency, not only they did carry out the competency tests, but prospective employees were also asked to
make papers. The paper made was one of the components or indicators in applying the merit system in Bantul Regency; with the creation of this paper, it was one of the strengthening administrative criteria. Hence, the employees obtained were employees who had a balanced score between the competency test/assessment centre results and writing papers.

Fifth, in addition to carrying out some of the assessments, some assessments were still being carried out, including tracking track records. Track record tracking was a very important thing to do since tracking track records will greatly assist the evaluation committee of the selection committee. They were considering that the panel recommended someone to serve as an official structural candidate, not only based on competency assessment but also other assessment factors. Because the structural position was strategic, the incumbent officer and having a good competence must also have a good track record. Based on Kusumaatmadja's study (2017) in (Daniarsyah, 2017) need for an increase in administrative criteria needs to be done since there was a discrepancy in the assessment phase, writing papers and interviews, as was the case for someone who got good grades in writing an essay after did the assessment, the results were not supportive. Therefore, it needed other reviews, and several evaluations were carried out; one was an assessment of the candidate's track record. This track record can also be used as a component of ethical evaluation, considering that ethics was one of the most important components for a structural official.

Sixth, the next stage was the percentage of papers. They carried out The rate of this paper to determine the extent of prospective structural officials mastering the article. In addition, the portion of writing was also included in the assessment, considering that a structural official was an official who made decisions, therefore the assessment in the procedures and mastery of the material when the percentage was very important to be assessed. Seventh, the last stage was the interview; at this stage, the participants who would be interviewed were only taken three people per formation. Did it base on the assessment results from the selection committee, where took the assessment from the administrative selection to the percentage of papers? At this last stage, the authority to determine candidates for structural officials was the authority of the staffing officer. This last stage was the most vulnerable to political intervention and other interests, considering that the selection committee's decision was a binding and final decision in terms of recommendations, not in determining who was entitled to become an official structural candidate.

Whereas if it was referred to research (Ismail, 2019), according to the conception of scientific discipline, the merit system was a personnel management system that emphasized competency considerations for each candidate appointed, placed, promoted, and retired following the applicable Law. Suppose a merit system based on that statement was applied. In that case, must also find the determination of structural officials on competence, integrity and track record. In addition to determining structural positions, there was no political intervention or intervention of other interests, and there was no familial factor and closeness factor. It was by Law Number 5 of 2014 concerning State Civil Apparatus Article 1 paragraph (22), which states that "The Merit System is a policy and ASN Management based on qualifications, competencies, and performance fairly without distinction of political background, race, colour, religion, origin, gender, marital status, age, or disability.

With the existence of the Law, it is very clear that the determination of structural officials must be based on a merit system, and the decision of structural officials must be based on competence and not based on other factors. If observed the implementation of the merit system in Bantul Regency, it was actually by the applicable rules, where the application of the merit system used several selection methods, starting from the administrative selection to interview selection. However, in applying the merit system, the selection committee only had the authority to recommend three prospective participants, not to determine who would be the candidate for head of the service or
Implementing the merit system carried out by the Bantul Regency Government was quite good by applying several selection methods. The selection committee appointed was by the rules, namely involving internal and external parties. In addition, the determination of the names of candidates for structural officials was also by the procedure by appointing three people for each formation who were ranked first to third. Although had implemented apparatus resource management through the merit system in the Bantul Regency Government well, several things need to be considered, especially in determining structural officials. The determination of structural officials was not the authority of the selection committee but was the authority of the staffing officer or regional head. It needed to be considered since the staffing officers were political officials who had political consequences—assuming that there were still many applications of merit system implementation that were not by reality as stated by (Ismail, 2019) where the process of implementing the merit system still contained many factors of political interest and was contaminated by KKN practices, such as the appointment of candidates that were not by scientific disciplines, the application of professionalism by the interpretation of the intern of power or the placement of employees based on the proximity factor.

The application of the merit system carried out by Bantul Regency Government had been carried out well, it can be supported by a statement from (Irfan, 2017) who stated that one of the weaknesses in his writing about the merit system was there were three things including the high cost, demarcation (restrictions on registrants), and quite a long time. However, in implementing the merit system within Bantul Regency Government, can be refuted Irfan's statement by applying various methods that have been carried out. In addition, the merit system within Bantul Regency Government did not have any boundaries or restrictions; it was indicated by the dissemination of information on job auctions to all state civil servants in DIY and Indonesia. When the
Bantul Regency government carried out a merit system based on a predetermined schedule, however, several formations were indeed postponed or extended due to several things; one of them was the lack of registrants. Based on this statement, one can conclude that applying a merit system with a job auction model in the Bantul Regency Government had been running by applicable regulations. Although it had been declared good, some weaknesses arose, including determining structural positions; they were still very vulnerable to political intervention and other interest factors. So with this vulnerability, it is significant to have a new model in the appointment of structural officials so that the appointed officials are competent.

CONCLUSION

Based on the results of the study that has been carried out and the explanations that have been described, the governance of apparatus resources by using a job auction was one form of implementation of law number 5 of 2014. By this Law, all structural position determination models must be based on competence. It can be seen from the method used by Bantul Regency Government in implementing the merit system. There were several methods applied by the Bantul Regency Government in implementing the merit system, including conducting administrative selection, assessment centre/competency test methods, making papers/papers, tracking track records, presentations of papers/papers and interviews. Based on the way used, the application of the merit system within the Bantul Regency Government was by applicable procedures. However, there were still weaknesses in determining structural positions, where the decision of structural classes was the absolute authority of the civil service supervisor or regional head. If seen by officials, staffing supervisors were in political positions, so they were very vulnerable to intervention, or officials' determination was not based on competence but political factors and proximity.

The implementation of a merit system in human resource management was old, but new methods could apply in each region. It was significant to be done within the central and regional governments to get competent and professional employees. In addition, based on the conclusions and explanations that have been presented, one can make some suggestions; one of them is by creating a new model in determining the official structural candidates who had been selected by the selection committee or three candidates who the selection committee had chosen. Hence, there was no intervention; in addition to deciding structural positions, a merit system was applied in which prospective employees' appointment was based on competence and professionalism.
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